
Benefits

1. outstanding viscosity and temperature stability
2. high pressure absorption
3. reduces operating noises

Product Description

BIZOL Allround Gear Oil TDL 80W-90 is a multi-grade gear oil for 
universal use. It meets almost all requirements of modern commercial 
vehicles regarding special lubrication for the entire drive line. TDL gear 
(TDL for Total Drive Line) oil is perfectly suitable for lubricating all 
components of the drive line from the sophisticated synchronized and non-
synchronised gears to hypoid axle gears. Due to the reduction in product 
variety and elimination of possible confusions, it significantly contributes to 
the streamlining process in modern vehicle fleets. The reduction of friction 
caused by the optimum viscosity also adds to fuel economy.

Base Oil

Mineral

Specifications/Approvals & Recommendations

API GL 4/GL 5 (MT-1)/PRIGL 0208 | SAE J 2360 |
MIL L-2105 D/L-PRF-2105 E
MB 235.0/235.1 | MAN M 341 E2/M 341 Z2/M 342 M2 | MACK GO-J |
Scania STO 1:0 | Iveco 18-1805 | DAF (GL-5) | Arvin Meritor 0-76-N |
ZF TE-ML 02B/05A/07A/08/12L/12M/16B/16C/16D/17B/19B/21A

Available Packages

20 L Art. 88912

Technical Data

Name Value Method

Viscosity class SAE 80W-90

Viscosity at 40 °C
150,0 
mm²/s

ASTM D 7042

Viscosity at 100 °C 16,0 mm²/s ASTM D 7042
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Technical Data

Name Value Method

Viscosity index 110 ASTM D 2270

Density at 15 °C 894 kg/m³ DIN EN ISO 12 185

Pour Point -33 °C ISO 3016

Flash Point (Cleveland) >190 °C ISO 2592

Instructions

On refilling and changing the motor/gear oil please follow the operating instructions of the manufacturer.
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